Will you be READY?

DO YOU...

**USE ITTS Online Patrol Officer Down™ (POD™) SURVIVAL COURSE**
Prepare your department by giving them the knowledge needed to address the most common preventable causes of death for law enforcement officers experienced in the line of duty. Whether you have a staff of ten or ten thousand, these exercises offer you and your team an advantage, positioning you for success using critical thinking and establishing appropriately conditioned responses.

**ENHANCE TACTICAL COMBAT CASUALTY CARE**
from POINT OF INJURY to TRANSFER OF HIGHER CARE

Provided by TECHLINE® TECHNOLOGIES, INC. and INNOVATION TACTICAL TRAINING SOLUTIONS™: Designed for use in the classroom and the field, these rugged all in-one-training systems allow your agency to create a multitude of realistic full mission profile scenarios.

**HEMORRHAGE CONTROL**
**PART TASK TRAINER**

**VARIETY OF WOUNDS:**
- Multiple Gunshots
- Blast Injuries
- Burns
- Amputations

**COMPATIBLE WITH LIFE SAVING MEDICAL INTERVENTIONS:**
- Airway adjuncts
- Needle Decompression
- Wound Packing
- Tourniquets (limb and junctional)
- Vascular access (IV/IO)

Control potentially lethal injuries to groin and leg with wound packing and proper tourniquet placement.

Customizable with interchangeable limbs and up to 4 GB of your own voice tracks.